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Abstract: Sustainability, as a key concept in the education field, has submitted a relevant change
during the last years. Thus, there is a growing debate about its meaning. It has undergone a
crucial merging of significances from many fields: Ecology, environmental awareness, but also from
politics, ethics or even spiritual approaches. All these fields have been co-involved in the building
of such subject concept. In this sense, this article addresses the different ways of understanding
sustainability as a polyhedral concept and how sustainability can be understood under the umbrella
of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Furthermore, it is proposed a conceptual framework
to teach this UN Program at Higher Education, contributing to the training of undergraduate and
postgraduate students from both a professional and a personal point of view. This framework is
applied in a case study—in particular, in a course of Primary Teacher Degree called Didactics of Matter
and Energy. This article finishes with practical consideration to build a change-maker University.
Keywords: SDG; higher education; competences; sustainability education; technology education;
science education

1. Introduction: Sustainability, SDGs and the New Paradigm of Integral Ecology
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) arose in 2015 inside the United Nations Assembly [1] and
were rapidly included in the particular countries’ agenda. For example, in Spain, they were subsumed
in the so-called España Horizonte 2030 Project [2]. They are a bunch of 17 specific challenges that UN
identified as a reliable and step-by-step way in order to reduce poverty and increase global wellness.
SDGs are based on five pillars: People, prosperity, peace, partnership and planet [1]. Thus, the care
of the planet acquires fundamental importance for the achievement of the SDGs. The agenda puts
concepts, such as ecology or sustainability at the center of the debate, including topics, such as circular
production, zero waste or green and sustainable economy in the vision of human development. It
seems human beings’ future is absolutely and univocally linked to our planet’s future, and all citizens
of the planet must be involved in this purpose [3]. The relevance of integral ecology, which includes
not only environmental aspects, but also sociological, economic, or ethical ones, may drive to the
paradigm of Sustainable Human Development (SHD) [4].
The concept of development has changed throughout history. In the past, it was focused on
economic development. At the end of the last century, Sen formulated the concept of Human
Development (HD) as a process of expanding the freedoms and capabilities that people enjoy [5].
The need to unite this concept with sustainability was soon discovered, giving rise to the concept
of Sustainable Human Development (SHD). SHD is defined as: “[T]he expansion of the substantive
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freedoms of people today while making reasonable efforts to avoid seriously compromising those of
future generations” [6] (p.18).
SHD is, therefore, the basis of a wider development paradigm and clearly enlarges the landscape
of several concepts that traditionally were thought as individual fights: Human development and
cooperation, ecology, ethics or global citizenship, just for mention some of them, were key ideas of
many organizations (mainly related to the so-called Third Sector). In this context, the SDGs manage to
put all of them in a relationship, and it makes them inter-dependent. In other words, a better world for
all will be given to us only if we care about these aspects harmonically, understanding them as different
faces of the same polyhedral body. In this sense, in order to achieve the SDGs, the coordinated work of
all the actors must be sought: Companies, governmental institutions, non-governmental organizations,
etc. [1,3].
Then the challenge is clearly to build up structures that support this new construct, that is,
sustainability and integral ecology understood as the way of harmonically enhancing the living
conditions of human beings.
Which is the role of universities in such a paradigm? Higher Education Institutions are evidently
involved in every relevant change or turning point, mainly once the UN has indicated this one as a
global-affecting. Some authors have already reflected on this [7–14]. However, we can affirm with
Walter et al. that the inclusion of SDGs in universities is in its infancy [12]. The aim of this work is
to deepen the contribution of Higher Education institutions to the promotion of sustainability in the
context of SDGs. Firstly, the need to include this theme in the university mission will be reflected upon,
and then a framework will be proposed for its implementation in the university context.
The structure of the article is as follows; in Section 2, the methodology is described. In Section 3,
the importance of approaching the concept of sustainability at university is presented. Then, the
concept of sustainability in the context of the SDGs as a result of the mixture of diverse knowledge
is presented. Subsequently, a conceptual framework to teach the SDGs at university is presented.
This framework is applied to a case study presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are exposed in
Section 7.
2. Methodology
The current piece of research uses hermeneutics as a methodology. The origins of hermeneutics are
associated with the interpretation of sacred texts [15], but its use was extended to other disciplines of
knowledge, such as philosophy or pedagogy [16]. This methodology aims to analyze and understand
reality by reading and analyzing previously written text [17]. In this way, the aim is to reach a deep
knowledge that, avoiding prejudices, allows a new and complementary analysis of reality. A classical
author, such as Heidegger already pointed out that there is a reciprocal relationship between text and
context, which is known as a hermeneutic circle [16]. For this, the first part of the current work tries to
translate concepts and facts from different knowledge areas (ecology, politics, ethics . . . ) to a common
language that crystalizes in a specific vision of sustainability. This should be the academic corpus that
can be transferred to University teaching through a framework, also proposed in this paper.
A framework is a tool to show structured and organized information; the situation to be modeled
can be better studied and implemented in the future [18–20].
Throughout the article, several graphic representations are made to clarify the concepts exposed in
it [18,20]. These representations are intended to facilitate the understanding of the concepts presented
in it.
3. Teaching and Learning at University—More than Lessons
As Walzer stated out [21], teaching and learning at University could constitute a first-level
goal of the Higher Education. In this sense, the process is much more than knowledge transfer,
but an active knowledge distillation, moreover in the globalization times we are living in. Far from
keeping the exact structures where one has been grown up; University teaching activity must also
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be focused on University different ways of living for living better. That is critical thinking inside the
knowledge generation.
University has not only the responsibility of making students know, but also must construct new
knowledge that could be of utility in order to face the current challenges human beings must deal with.
Environmental knowledge, built up including social implications, should be one of them. As Gadotti
already wrote down [22] (p. 28):
In order to change the dominant educational paradigm, we need to recognize the knowledge
crisis caused by the positivist model that reduces the environment to an object of study.
Education for sustainable development must continue working with environmental education,
which brought a new view of human relationships with the world environment—, which is
no longer conceived as an object, but as a living creature that shares the same destiny with
human beings Environmental knowledge is ethical and political. It isn’t only a matter of
understanding ecological principles, but also involves a new concept of reality.
The role of teaching inside the university and, in a broader concept, Higher Education, should not
be out of these imperatives. Actually, the environmental challenge (the sustainability challenge) goes
much further than ecology (understood as environmental conservation), but involves the way to make
feasible the life in the Earth, for the large majority of humans in the best possible conditions. That
implies the usage of new methods and programmes, such as the current SDG Agenda.
In this sense, we have the intuition that a new paradigm is being born. It is not new the fact
that scientific knowledge does not emerge as disconnected facts, but in a more or less harmonically
assembled construct called paradigms [23], produced in a highly organized social process [24]. The
inclusion of social, ethical, economic, and even culture spheres inside the sustainability concept is
clearly a new vision of the traditional environmental awareness that probably will drive to a new
paradigm, involving not only scientific knowledge, but also social aspects.
It is not a surprising thing to consider under a broader prism the ecological subject. In addition,
this is in agreement with the philosophical currents of the middle XX Century. Authors as Herbert
Marcuse [25] alerted about the lack of perspective in modern societies (focusing on industrialization
and capitalism as oppressive structures). In a more sociological way, Zygmunt Bauman also detected a
wave of shallowness that leaves not enough space to detect the deep connections inside reality [26].
According to this enlargement of the sustainability concept, university and higher education
could clearly be an active stakeholder of this new construction, merging and enriching the initial
environmental aspects to broader visions of sustainability. In this sense, Walzer [21] probably would
have included this task inside the general university objective of being experts (and to create expertise)
in the development of subjects that affect society.
The relationship between sustainability, personal development and implications, is not a new
idea, e.g., Seghezzo [27] (p. 550) already stated out the following:
In recent decades, the environmental movement has contributed to the development of
personal and social identity. Environmental issues entered the international agenda and
began to shape personal attitudes and governmental policies ( . . . .) This shift involves
actions but also feeling ( . . . ) Therefore, we should not only care about material ‘outputs’ but
also about the ‘inner lifer of being that produces those outputs’.
Sustainability has to do, hence, with persons, with ways of life and thereafter with moral and ethical
issues. The relationship with this new transversal paradigm (beyond environmental implications)
must be included in the general tasks the university has to develop. Why? This has to do with the
concept of the university itself, and if we retrieve inspiring words from the Spanish philosopher from
the beginning of XX Century Ortega y Gasset [28] (p. 20):
It is a question of life and death for Europe to put this ridiculous situation to rights. And if
this is to be done, the university must intervene, as the university, in current affairs, treating
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the great themes of the day from its own point of view: [C]ultural, professional and scientific.
Thus it will not be an institution exclusively for students, a retreat ad usum Delphini. In the
thick of life’s urgencies and its passions, the university must assert as a spiritual higher power
( . . . ). Then the university will become again what it was in its best time: [A] promoting
principle of History.
Ethics and moral development are present—however, in current visions of the university [29].
For example, we agree with Boni et al. [7] when they stated out that “a good university would in
turn problematize the growing inequality gap in society and discuss better ways of fostering a decent
society” (p. 24). This is said from a particular point of view, that is, the problem of human development.
However, if we go through general considerations, Cortina already assessed the role of the university
in the specific building of a better society, whatever the stage of development it is [30]. The relationship
between SDG and ethics has been previously addressed [13,31]. In this context, universities can be
builders and catalysts required for SDGs achievement [4,7,12,32].
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awareness) to merge one into the other [34]. It was the seed for other Programmes, such as Millennium
Development Goals [35] or Sustainable Development Goals [1].
Development cooperation was the following dimensional line. Traditionally, the concerns about
the development question (why some countries are less developed than others, how to overcome this
difference) is not new [36], but the limits of our capitalist consumerist way of life were pointed out, for
the first time, by the so-called The Club of Rome [37]. Then, many authors [38,39] have argued the
basis of iniquities are in our way of life itself. E.g. Schumacher already pointed out another way of life
is possible in his little essay Small is beautiful [40]. This author presented the idea that other ways of
development were not only possible, but probably will make us happier. Small things meant other
ways of living, and this work opened the door to new concepts, such as alter-development, appropriate
technology or endogenous development. That is, the fundamentals of a sustainable way of growing.
Merging development cooperation and equity and global ethics drove the academic community
to a whole vision of how the role of each person is inside an interconnected world [41]. That is, global
citizenship [42]. People on Earth, no matter where exactly one lives (north or south, developed or
developing countries, urban or rural space, etc.) no matter if one belongs to a particular group or
community (men-women; hetero-homosexual; religious-atheist, etc.), the only fact of being human
constitutes an ontological status of moral, ethical and even political law. In other words, global ethics
met developing cooperation and founded a new vision of citizenship: Global citizenship and human
development. These are the reasons in which authors as Sen [43] or Nussbaum [44] expanded the
vision of human rights to human capabilities. Sustainability was not only caring for the environment,
but a need for redefining key concepts, such as justice and equity. In the same way as Walzer or Sandel,
Cortina’s proposal Minimum Ethics [42] tried to build up a moral structure valid for everyone at a
world scale.
Finally, looking deeper into Schumacher’s proposal [40], a deeper suggestion can be identified.
When this author argued that small is beautiful (in clear opposition with the capitalist statement that
bigger (more) is always better) a new path, spiritual aspect, is given. Schumacher is telling us that we
can live in a happier way if we try to possess less, to use less, to retain less. In some way, this is the
first-time human happiness (human wellness) appears linked to our relationship toward a limited
Earth. Nowadays, this can be clearly presented in the recent Laudato Si’ encyclical [45] or in the public
policies from the Ecuatorian Government on Sumak Kawsay (the good living) [46]. This is a subjective
vision, but they probably can be considered the origins of sustainability as an integral concept [47,48].
How to stay away from sustainability new paradigm, which has to do with a new cosmovision of
human relationship? As some authors have already pointed out (see Figure 1 above), sustainability
is something that connects human beings through solidarity links: At present, solidarity amongst
different countries and populations (so-called South and North, developed and less developed, poor
and rich); towards the future generations by as we are committed “to meet the needs and aspirations
of the present without compromising the ability to meet those of the future” [49] (p. 40). Solidarity
understood as a way of social and civic organization is then a teachable objective of Ortega’s university
vision, able to be included in the curricula and in the common activity of the Higher Education, which
is, teaching [50].
Consequently, the university must be aware of this broader vision that could probably develop
new relationships with nature and between human beings, reaching almost every dimension of society,
because it involves the entire relationship between human beings and nature [13]. In this sense, the
SDGs are an opportunity to extend the concept of sustainable development in the university [12,32].
5. Framework to Teach SDG at University
In order to include the teaching of sustainability, under the paradigm of SDG in the university,
a framework is needed. Presenting a universal framework is certainly a difficult task [12] and will
require further contextualization to the particular circumstances of each context. Figure 2 shows a
schematic representation of it. It has five components; in the gravity center of the tetrahedron are the
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5.1. Students
5.1. Students
Today, students should be at the center of the teaching and learning process. If previously,
university teaching was focused on content development, now the focus is on students [51–53]. For
example, in the European context, the teaching load is measured in terms of the workload of the
student, including face-to-face activities (magisterial lessons, laboratories, computer classes) and
personal workload (study, time for activities, and so on) [51,54]. This is a key aspect in order to teach
SDG at university classrooms. Firstly, teachers need to know the real needs of students. What are their
centers of interest? What is their previous knowledge? What are their socio-economic characteristics?
In this way, it is likely that there will not be fully universal solutions and that a particularization will
be necessary for each particular context. Secondly, the workload must be carefully estimated to meet
expectations [55,56]. The success of the initiatives that will be implemented must take into account
the needs, expectations and characteristics of the students [4,32]. In the case we are working on,
sustainability and SDGs should be included in the curricular development under the specific student’s
interest. This could be an easy task to work on, bearing in mind the large number of implications
sustainability as an integral concept presents (see Section 4 above).
For a correct alignment with the SDGs, and following the maxim of “leave no one behind”. In
the design of teaching-learning activities, people with difficulties should be taken into account (e.g.,
low-income students, students with disabilities, immigrants, refugees, etc.). Are programed activities
accessible to everyone? Are there barriers to students being able to do all the activities? For example,
in degrees, such as architecture there are some activities that have a cost outside of tuition; i.e., visits to
buildings in other parts of the country or the world, or the making of models. In our opinion, on these
occasions, apart from an adequate scholarship policy, the teacher must be aware of the needs of the
students and ensure that everyone has equal access to opportunities.
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5.2. Student’s Competences
One of the aspects that should be reflected upon is about the competences that should be developed
in the learning-teaching process. By competence, we mean the integration of knowledge, skills and
attitudes to a particular situation [51,52]. Learning outcomes at different stages of education refer to
competences [16,57,58]. In a world of profound change, no one really knows what the skills required
are going to be in the future [59]. In fact, it is said that a large part of the professions of the future
does not exist today. In this sense, university education traditionally focused on the development of
professional skills is undergoing a deep crisis. In this context, transversal skills play an important
role [58,59]. In previous works [20,57,60,61], we have reflected on the importance of developing specific
competences (directly related to the profession) and transversal competences, those that are related to
the profession are also related to the development of critical citizenship, in the university environment.
Some experts [59,62,63] bet on the development of the 4 C’s: Communication, collaboration, critical
thinking, and creativity.
In our opinion, this landscape certainly favors the development of SDGs in the university
environment. Firstly, because these activities can contribute to the development of transversal skills,
such as critical thinking, development of ethical skills, etc. On the other hand, they make it possible
to develop technical skills that are at the forefront. For example, SDG 7 seeks the use of clean and
affordable energy. An approach to this objective in university classrooms requires first of all explaining
the different sources of renewable energy and also the consequences of not using this type of energy
(specific competences), on the other hand, transversal skills can be developed, such as ethical skills
(consequences of non-renewable energies), creativity (research into new sources), and so on. Finally,
dealing with SDGs make the students think about the future world, the only world they will have to
work in. Therefore, the articulation of specific and transversal competences in the teaching of SDGs is
a challenge and an opportunity.
5.3. Teaching Methodology
The teaching methodology is the third element of the proposed conceptual framework. In a recent
work, Lozano et al. (2017) [16] explored the relationship that should be articulated between the field
of competences and the methodologies that should be used for their development in sustainability
education. Most of the methodologies proposed in the teaching of the Sustainable Development
Goals are based on constructivism [64–66]. In this approach, the student is the center of the process
of teaching-learning—it is sought that the students construct the knowledge [64–66]. One of the
important aspects of constructivism is its social dimension; students learn by working with others [20].
Based on those proposed for education for sustainable development [67], there are different strategies
for teaching SDGs [12]. For example, the inclusion of a course on SDGs or creation of specialties in
the form of itineraries that promote the development of SDGs., these options may be interesting for
master’s degrees, however, they quite difficult in bachelor’s degrees; other more viable options are:
The integration within the subjects’ themes, the inclusion of a specific topic about the SDGs in some
subjects or the development of a transversal way in different subjects of the degree. In this sense,
some experiences have been described; for example, Albareda-Tiana et al. analyzed how to develop
sustainability competencies in future teachers [68]. The development of works in the field of the Master
in Thermal Engineering has been presented by Crespo et al. [69]. The Conference of Vice-chancellor of
Spanish universities indicated that service-learning could be a tool for the development of sustainability
in the university context [32,70]. Other authors have reflected on using Participatory Action Research
to promote sustainability and SDGs [14]. Furthermore, in previous works, it has been defended that
the final master/degree dissertations can be a very interesting tool for the development of this type of
competences [55,71].
Some universities are beginning to make libraries of the experiences of promotion of SDGs in the
field of teaching. For example, the University of Toronto has recently carried out an inventory that
includes subjects—community-engaged learning and co-curricular and extra-curricular activities [72].
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Another experience was carried out by Albareda-Tiana et al. [32]; in this paper, the curricula of the
International University of Catalonia were analyzed in order to find the relationship between the
subjects and the SDGs. This information was completed with interviews with deans or directors.
5.4. Professors
The center of the teaching activity should be the students, in order to achieve success. However,
around the students should orbit crucial actors, the professors. They are so important and relevant
in the whole teaching-learning process because they organize the teaching activity and program the
learning plan [73]. A recent paper by Walter et al. pointed out the reasons that academics found for
not including SDGs in their activity, including lack of training, lack of opportunities, lack of materials
and lack of time [12]. For this reason, it is essential to train them, motivate them and value the
activities related to the integration of SDGs in the university curriculum [12,32]. The description of the
committed with sustainable education teachers’ profiles has been published elsewhere [10]. In order to
implement the SDGs development and promote sustainability, it is crucial to increase the social mass
of committed teachers [10].
On the other hand, activities promoting sustainability have traditionally not been valued in
teachers’ curricula [12,74]. In fact, one of the issues that has been denounced has been the lack of
support for this type of initiative [12,74]. Professors involved in such initiatives sometimes work in
an uncoordinated manner and suffer from isolation. This is why it is crucial to create collaborative
networks between teachers and connect them with other actors involved in the development of
SDGs [74]. In this sense, in our opinion, it is urgent to create learning communities that on the one
hand seek the training of teachers and on the other constitute a coordination space that includes the
affective dimension among teachers interested in the development of SDGs. The working itinerary of
the Teaching Innovation Group "Teacher Ethics" of the University of Extremadura (Spain) may serve
as an example [61]. The group is formed by professors from different disciplines interested in the
inclusion of ethics in a transversal way in the university curriculum [61]. The main key to the formation
of the group was a constructivist approach to learning by doing [61]. In this way, the training activities
(courses and conferences) were complemented with classroom interventions and periods of reflection
and communication of the initiatives among the teachers of the group [61]. The structure of these
working groups should be flexible enough to allow teachers to be involved with varying degrees of
intensity. In this way, a driving group, formed by a small group of teachers, around this group a group
of people committed to the project, finally on the periphery a group of interested people who will
collaborate with the group in a timely manner [61].
5.5. Alliances
One of the keys to the SDGs is that it requires the participation of all actors [74,75] in
a multidisciplinary work [8]. In order to achieve them, it is necessary that all stakeholders:
Administrations, civil society, companies, etc. work in a coordinated manner [74].
The creation of alliances is crucial for the development of SDGs at the university [9]. On the one
hand, alliances between universities are necessary, as well as alliances and coordinated work between
universities and other actors, such as the administration, non-governmental organizations and even
companies. In the field of promoting sustainability in higher education, we can point to action as
an example of good practice. Global Dimension Engineering Education (GDEE). It was an initiative,
funded by European Union, that seeks to develop the skills of teachers in the field of higher education,
the creation of networks of teachers and researchers related to these issues and the connection between
professionals in the field of higher education and non-governmental organizations [74,76]. Other
initiatives, such as the education for development strategy of Valencia (Spain) invite collaboration
between all actors, taking into account the university [77]. In any case, the university must, therefore,
be attentive to the needs of society and try to promote mutual exchange and collaboration.
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6. A Case Study Using this Framework—How to Introduce SDGs Teaching in a Standard Degree
Subject: Didactics of Matter and Energy
As an initial approach for applying the current conceptual framework proposal, we present a
full adaptation of a current course called Didactics of Matter and Energy. In this study case, the
application of the proposed framework is qualitatively analyzed. This course is taught inside the
Primary Teacher Degree, specifically in the second year (third semester). The complete syllabus of such
course is available on the University of Extremadura website [78], but in this work, we will summarize
some aspects that can be relevant for adapting this subject to a transversal path of promoting/teaching
on SDGs.
Figure 3 is a graphical abstract of the following reflections that are made on the basis of
Section 5 above. We focus and particularize the previous dimensions (Students, Competences,
Sustainability 2019,
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Lastly, they allow many other subjects, not strictly scientific (such as world development, the role
3. Lastly, they allow many other subjects, not strictly scientific (such as world development, the
of science education or gender issues) that are softer to understand.
role of science education or gender issues) that are softer to understand.
On the other hand, in previous studies, we have studied the knowledge that education students
had about SDGs [4]. Knowledge of SDGs was quite limited, similar to that obtained in other
engineering or health sciences degrees [4]. Regarding the student’s competences, this subject allows
specifically two general competences (those linked to the degree) that can easily be connected to
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On the other hand, in previous studies, we have studied the knowledge that education students
had about SDGs [4]. Knowledge of SDGs was quite limited, similar to that obtained in other engineering
or health sciences degrees [4]. Regarding the student’s competences, this subject allows specifically
two general competences (those linked to the degree) that can easily be connected to SDGs. These ones
are the following, according to the syllabus [78]:
General Competence 9: To evaluate the individual and collective responsibility towards a
sustainable future.
General Competence 29: To acknowledge the mutual influence between science, society and
technological development, as well as the adequate citizen behaviors to manage a sustainable future.
As can be easily appreciated, from both general competences other transversal ones are distilled,
such as those related to global Earth-scale ethical rules. These competences can be easily adapted for
being achieved through SDGs development.
Furthermore, we cannot forget we are dealing with prospective primary teachers. The teaching
methodology we use is the content itself; students learn to teach in the classes of the subject. This
is why other General Competences are related to educative resources (GC 30) or with the primary
syllabus of sciences (GC 26). Specifically, the use of new and active teaching methodologies appears at
the transversal competence 2.4, where the subject syllabus stated out:
Transversal competence 2.4: To keep an innovation attitude and creativity toward the teaching activity.
In this sense, activities based on active learning methodologies, such as gamification [80] or
inquiry-based can be of great help. Moreover, the UN has released a specific game for SDGs knowledge,
free and open access [81]. Since we are working with adult and reflective students, we cannot
dismiss the discussion sessions, where aspects, such as global social justice (“no one behind”), should
be focused.
Didactics of Matter and Energy, if taught under the vision of SDGs, integral ecology and
sustainability, needs for a specific motivation within the professors. If sustainability, understood as
said above, is the leitmotiv of this subject, one must go beyond the particular contents. How to explain
chemical reactions (in general) by including a specific speed on, for example, acid rain? This can be
not an easy task, so reinforcements and resources sharing could be of interest. In this sense, there are
already several teaching nets that can help us with this. As an example, the case of Working Team for
Curricular Sustainability of Spanish Vice-chancellors’ Conference (CRUE) [82] tries to include all these
issues in the standard way of teaching for several knowledge disciplines, especially those related to
science education.
Additionally, professors can be helped in their work if sustainability is included not only in one
subject, but in several ones that are already interconnected. This is the case, in Primary Education
Degree, of Didactics of Living Beings (6th semester) or Knowledge of Natural Environment in Primary
Education (7th semester).
Finally, as we stated in the general framework, alliances are needed to reinforce the work inside
the university. As a matter of fact, alliances can be of help in two complementary directions:
On the one hand, they can give sense to the theoretical or not-so-applied knowledge we teach
inside the classroom. This is the case of connecting with recreational science institution [83] that are
usually working with Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) or Science Technology
Engineering Arts and Mathematics (STEAM) issues.
On the other hand, the professional network can help, as a specific alliance, to valorize the
educational research work of the professors. This is absolutely needed to guarantee the continuity
of such interest. The care of teaching and learning activity must be supported by an institutional
recognition, especially within those university teachers that are focused (in research terms) in education.
That is the importance of national initiatives, such as Edinsost [84], where higher education teachers
connect each other’s to promote sustainable education, publish results and share intuitions.
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7. Conclusions
Universities can play a crucial role in the development of Sustainable Development Goals and the
promotion of sustainability. In the current paper, we have reflected on the evolution of the concept of
sustainability and how it can be reinterpreted under the umbrella of the Sustainable Development Goals.
The concept of sustainability is complex and polyhedral, the historical evolution of the concept
has been shown, and it has been justified its approach from the university context, primarily
from the teaching field. Most of the works published so far refer to research and development
of sustainable campuses.
A framework has been proposed for the teaching of SDGs in the university context. The proposed
framework has five dimensions: Students, student competencies, teachers, teaching methodologies
and alliances with other actors. The inclusion of SDGs in the university environment should have each
of these dimensions for its development.
This work contributes to scientific knowledge in two dimensions. On the one hand, it analyzes the
concept of sustainability within the framework of the SDGs. On the other hand, the work incorporates
a conceptual framework that will allow future researchers and teachers to develop and implement
activities aimed at promoting SDGs at the university. In the future, the framework should be evaluated
in terms of practical implementation in the classroom.
The following lines of future work are drawn from the work developed:
1.

2.

3.

It is necessary that actions to promote sustainability and the objectives of sustainable development
have sufficient protection from the universities themselves and from the administrations (top-down
support) [12,72]. Sometimes the work of professors is not valued enough. It is, therefore, necessary
to carry out advocacy work with managers and politicians so that this issue falls within the broad
guidelines of the university;
The previous strategy must be matched with a bottom-up approach [12]. In this way, collaborative
action by all members of the university community (students, staff, researchers and professors)
can contribute to the promotion of sustainability and compliance with the SDGs;
Finally, it is necessary to make an effort to document the experiences developed and make
inventories of them. In many subjects, there are experiences aimed at promoting sustainability
that goes unnoticed because they have not been conveniently compiled and narrated.

This work is part of a broader project that seeks to promote the SDGs transversally throughout
the university curriculum. In a previous work we evaluated students’ knowledge of SDGs [4]; in
this paper, we propose a framework to teach SDGs at university. The next work will be aimed at
the development of classroom activities that enable better training of students in this field. From the
analysis of these experiences, the framework proposed by this article should be reviewed, evaluated
and improved where necessary.
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